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Let d be a ring and X an indeterminate. In a recent paper of Vasconcelos 
[l], it was shown that if I is an ideal of 9[X] such that the map d + A[X]/I 
is a flat injective epimorphism of rings, then 1 is finitely generated. In the 
first section of this note we give the analogue of this result for several variables 
and some related results. In Section 2 we show that if p Z 9 are prime ideals 
of a ring iz then rk&p) 3 rk,(q) for any flat d-module 11% where r&(p) 
denotes the dimension of M 8s k(p) as a vector space over k(p) = A,/pA, . 
This result is applied to flat A-modules of finite rank. 
1. INJECTIVE FLAT EPIMORPHISMS 
Let d be a commutative ring with identity and let X, , XT, ,..., X, be 
indeterminates. In this section we consider a special case of the question on 
when the d-flatness of 9[X1, X, ,..., X,]/l implies that I is a finitely 
generated ideal. It was shown by Raynaud and Gruson that if d has only 
finitely many minimal prime ideals then I is finitely generated [2]. (Heinzer 
and Ohm have given a relatively simple proof of this for one variable [3].) In 
the case of one indeterminate it was shown in [4, Theorem 2.191 that if the 
set of non zero polynomials of minimal degree in I contains a regular element, 
then I is finitely generated. An example [3] h s ows that the regular element 
condition cannot be dropped even if ,d is quasilocal and tz ---f A[X]/I is a 
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fat epimorphism of rings. Vasconcelos showed that if A --z Aa[X]/I is a fiat 
epimorphism which is also injective, then I is finitely generated [I]~ In this 
section we extend this to several variables. Our method is difkrent from 
Vasconceios’s in that we first reduce to the case rhat -2[A*; ~~.~, X,]/I is a 
subring of the total quotient ring of A. After this reduction the result of 
I’asconcelos follows immediately from the Ohm-R& resuit [4, 2.193~ 
ITroof. Let B = =1[X, ,... , X&I and let T be the total quotient ring cf A. 
We first reduce to the case that B is d-isomorphic to a subring of T. For this 
it suffices to reduce to the case that 3 is a ring with the property that each 
finitely generated faithful ideal of d contains a regular eiement [5, Proposition 
51. But it foilows from [6, 6.131 that polynomial rings always have this 
property, and hence the reduction can be accomplished br tensoring with 
the faithfully flat A-algebra A[Z], 2 an indeterminate. Now let 0 ---f I + 
.4[Xl . . . . 7 S,J +f B + 0 be an exact sequence where J restricted t3 -2 is a 
Aat injective epimorphism and B C T. Let f (Xi) = a,;:, aj : s E 2, s regu!ar 
ia -4, and let -1 = (a, ,..., a,). From the flattness of B .cve get (s-4 : a$3 = B 
for i = I, Z?,..., 12 17, p. 65, Ex. 221 and hence (s-4 ; j)B = [(A--+! : CQ) n ... CY 
(~3 : a,)]B = B [7, p, 3 2, Proposition 61. Thus me obtain I = h + 3 
with iz E I and g E (s&-I : J) A[X; ,..., A-,]. Write g = S,g, + ... 1- b,,,g,,. 
where 6; E (s-2 : & , gj E -4[X, ,..., SnlI j = lT 2 :,.., m. Then ~$2~ = ztijs 
for some iiii E -4 and thus bjX, - Ziij ~1. Let L be the ideai 3f =l[XI ,..., X,,] 
generated b!m h and all of the bJ, - zlij . Then h, = I, for if P is 2 prime 
ideal of -Jr-E’ -L L ,..., X,] containing L then g $ P and so bj + P for some I. Let 
Q = PI-I A. Then bjai = suij implies ai/s E A, ioo; i = 1, 2,..., 32. Therefore 
we have an exact sequence 0 ---f Io + =Io[,‘i; ,..., X,] - -do + ci and it 
follows that I, = (b,,kT, - uIj ,..., D&Y, - u,,,;). Thus IAS = L, for each 
prime ideal P of R. Q.E.D. 
An inreresting consequence of the above theorem is the followkg result. 
See $1 for a discussion of quasi finite -d-algebras and the version of Zariski’s 
main theorem used here, as weli the terminology used below;. 
1 lifter this paper was written we learned, throu& corresponde~xe with Kolmer 
Vasconce!os, that Laurent Gruson has independentl>- &mined this result. The paper 
of Grusoii is in preparation. 
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Proof. By Zariski’s main theorem there exist fi ,-fa ,..., fn, E A such that 
fiB + ... + fnB = B and Afi = B,& for each i. Therefore A C B is a flat 
epimorphism and B is finitely presented by the theorem. Q.E.D. 
As was previously noted the injective hypothesis in Theorem 1.1 cannot 
be deleted. This can also be seen by applying [3, Lemma 2.1) to the example 
[9, 5.171. In [lo] there is a construction of a flat A-algebra of the form 
B -+f A[X]/I, X an indeterminate, with f injective and 1 not finitely 
generated. Thus the epimorphism assumption in Theorem 1.1 is essential 
also. In Alfonsi’s example B is a quasilocal ring over an arbitrary field K, 
and A[X]/1 = B = lim Bi . If we take K to have characteristic two then - 
one sees that each Bi is an &tale A-algebra by computing gBiiA = 0 directly 
from the defining relation of Bi over A and then applying [8, p. 32, Proposition 
9 and p. 55, Corollary 11. Thus B is formally Ctale, flat, net but not Ctale 
only because it is not finitely presented. This shows that the hypothesis in 
Theorem 1.1 that d + B is an epimorphism cannot be weakened to il + B 
is net. 
We now consider the role of finite presentation in the following character- 
ization of &tale algebras. 
From [8, p. 55, Corollary l] let B be a finitely presented -A-algebra. Then 
B is Ctale if and only if B is flat and net. Consider the new statement obtained 
by deleting the overall hypothesis of finite presentation and replacing &tale by 
formally Ctale and finitely generated. Radu has given an example of a finite 
formally Ctale algebra which is not flat. (See [1 I].) The other direction is 
true however. 
THEOREM 1.5. If B is a flat net d-algebra then B is formally e’tale. 
Proof. We are still using the terminology of [8]. Thus the hypothesis 
on B is equivalent to: B is finitely generated flat and GrBi, = 0, where GsIA 
is the module of differentials of B over 8. Write B = R/I where 
R = A[X, ,..., X,] and I is an ideal of R. We must show that B is formally 
smooth. By [12 IV, p. 206, 22.6.31 it is sufficient to show that the canonical 
map d: I/I” ---z QRjA OR B is left invertible. Since the cokernel of d is 
Q B,A = 0 [12 IV, p. 1331, d is surjective. So we must show d is an iso- 
morphism. Note that Gn,,, is R-free of rank 72, and thus the sequence 
(*) O-L+I/I”-%Q;2R,A@RB-0 
is B-split exact. Let P be a prime ideal of B and let ,O (resp. 4) denote its 
image in Spec(R) [resp. Spec(s)]. Let, k denote the quotient field of A/q, 
and consider the exact sequence 
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‘This is evidently equivalent to the sequence obtained f~rom (.<) by a?plping 
K gA- and then localizing at the image 0 of ,O in k gA R = I?,/@, . By 
applying the Jacobian criterion [8, p. 59, Theorem 51 to the &tale K-algebra 
h gA B we get that k gA I is generated by n clemen;s in a neighborhood 
of Q. ence (k gA I)0 and consequently k %I~ (i/P)o is generated by 71 
elements. It foIlows that K BA Lo = 0, or what is the same thing? qLo = i, ~ 
By [2, p. 24, Corollary 3.4.21 I, and hence (I,iP), is finitely generated. But 
Lo is a direct summand of (I,‘& , so L, = 0 by Nakapama’s Iemrma. Thus 
b, = L, = 0 for every prime P of B. Q.E,D. 
2. FINITE RANK FLAT MGDULES 
In this section we study the rank function of fiat R-modules. The main 
tool is the following observation of Raynaud and Grcson [2, p. 10, 3.E.51. 
~EnrMA 2. I = Let R be a quasilocal ring with rexirEue$eld k md bt ‘pi : P ----f di 
be a homomorphism of a projective R-module into a flrrt R-tnodub. Then zs is 
pure injectice ;f and only 4 u @ k is izjective. 
Proof. M-e obtain a commutative diagram 
where F is free and the bottom row is injective b>- mapping a basis of r” GntO 
a preimage of a linearly independent subset of ilI!‘~zM. Thus by Lemma 3.1 
the map u is universally injective and since M is Aat it follows that the 
cokerneI of u. is flat. Q.E.D. 
TKEO~EM 2.3. Let M be a flat R-module. Ifp C q are prime ideals of R, 
then rk&p) 3 rk,&q). 
Proof. By localizing at q we may assume R is quasilocal with maximal 
ideal q. Apply the above lemma to get a sequence 0 ---f F -+ M + L ---) 0 
with F free of rank rkM(q) and L flat. In particuiar we have an injection 
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F OR k(P) - Iv OR k(P) and hence Y&(P) b r&(P) = rk&) = rk.&). 
Q.E.D. 
COROLLARY 2.4. Let llI be a$at R-module and let R -+ R’ be an injective 
ring homomorphism. If hf OR R’ has $nite R’-rank then AJ has Jinite R-rank, 
Boof. By Theorem 2.3 it is sufficient to show rk&) < co for each 
minimal prime ideal p of R. Since R + R’ is injective there is a prime p’ 
of R’ lying overp [13, p. 41, Exercise 11. This induces a map kR(p) + kR,(p’) 
and hence 
Tk&p) = dim,(,)[M OR k(p)] = d&(,+1 OR k(p) C&m k(f)1 
= dim,(,,)[M OR k(p’)] = dim,(,,)[M @R R’ OR, k(p’)] 
= rk,w OR, (p’) < co. Q.E.D. 
An interesting special case of the above corollary is when M is a finite type 
flat R-algebra. For in this case finite rank is the same as quasifinite [S, p. 40, 
Proposition 31. 
Of course the inequality in the above theorem may be strict. For instance 
let D be an integral domain with quotient field K + D. Then as a D-module 
K has rank zero at the nonzero primes of D and rank one at zero. Vasconcelos 
has shown that (noetherian) local rings have the property that flat modules of 
constant finite rank are free [14, Th. 3.11. The quasilocal rings with this 
property are characterized in the following result. 
THEOREhr 2.5. Let (R, m) be a quasilocal ring with nilradical Al. T?aen 
N is T-nilpotent if and only if each flat R-module of constant $nite rank is fsee. 
Proof. Suppose AT is T-nilpotent. Let 11 be the constant finite rank of a 
flat R-module M. By Lemma 2.2 we get an exact sequence 0 -+ Rn + M --t 
L --f 0 with L flat. But then L has constant rank zero and hence L = Cl 
[15, Th.]. Conversely let a1 , aB ,... be a sequence in N and let M be the direct 
limit of R +a1 R +a? R + ... . Then M is flat of constant rank zero and so 
by hypothesis is free. Thus lid = 0. Q.E.D. 
Observe that a ring R has T-nilpotent nilradical if and only if R, has this 
property for each prime ideal p of R. That the property passes from R to 
rings R, is obvious. The converse follows by considering a direct limit 
R +al R -GZ R + ... = M where the ai are in the nilradical of R. 
Following Vasconcelos [ 161 and [14] we now consider when finite rank 
flat R-modules are finitely generated. Easy examples indicate rather strong 
assumptions are required. 
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THEOREM 2.6. Let R be a &g with T-m’lpote~zt ni&adicai. If M is a ,fini~e 
rank $at R-module whose rank function is locally consfa?zt &en the ,folloz&q 
hold: 
Proof. (i) Since M has locally constant rank it follows that Jri has 
constant rank on sets of the form Spec(R,) p a prime. Thus (i) fo!iows from 
2.5. (ii) follows from(i) and the fact that PK~~ is bounded. (iii) follows from (8) 
and Xakayama. (iv) is by [16, Proposition 1.41 and [7, p. 138, Theorem I]. 
Q.E.D; 
It fooliows from 2.3 and [15, Theorem] that if JI is a finite rank Aat module 
over a ring with T-nilpotent nilradical then 
ext rank(M) = sup{rk,,(p) ( p E mm(R)). 
This generalizes [14: Corollary 2.31 and sharpens 95, Theorem]. The 
foIlowing result is also related to [14, Corollary 2,3]. Note that if R is en;: 
ring and M is a flat submodule of a free R-module of finite rank n, then it 
follows that A,,,(p) < ext rank(M) < n for each prime p of R by [15] and 
j1?? p. 101, Proposition 2.61. The following is of interest ifF does not have 
finite rank. 
Proof. It suffices to shorn rk,&) < I’ for each minimal Prime p of R. 
But for minimal primes R, is perfect and hence AI, is R,-free [is; Theorem P]. 
Q.E.D. 
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